
Chemical Enrichment of the Universe
(everything started after the Big Bang, 13.7 Gyr ago)



The Early Universe and the Big Bang



Today redshift z = 0
T0 = 2.7 K

380,000 years 
after Big Bang
z = 1100
T = 3000 K

T = T0                 = T0 (1+ z )

R(t)/R(t0) : scale factor 

R(t0)
R(t)

Evolution of the cosmic microwave background (CMB)



Evolution of the temperature of the universe:

T = To                    = To (1+z)
R(to)
R(t)

Scale factor of the universe: 

a(t) =           = 1/(1+z)
R(t)
R(to)

Energy of particles in the universe:

T ≃ E/k
To given by the temperature of the CMB today

z : redshift
k : Boltzmann constant
T : temperature of Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) at time t
To : temperature of Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) today to

Some definitions of important parameters



Surface of last scattering: picture of the universe 380 000 yr after Big Bang

Opacity of gas very high due to 
scattering of photons by free 
electrons (low energy regime: 
Thomson scattering)
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What was the energy-matter distributed before?

Energy-matter distribution today
(relics of the Big Bang) Energy-matter distribution 

at time of CMB

Expansion dilutes the power of light particles 
but in the past they were very important
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Neutrons unstable ⟹ β−  decay (half-life time: 880.2±1.0 s)

Half-life time of protons longer than 1033 years

t ~ 10−5 s, E ~ 0.2 GeV,T ~ 1012 K: quark-hadron transition, 
protons and neutrons most stable 

For 10−5 s < t < 10−2 s, proton-antiproton & neutron-antineutron annihilation

Thanks to very small excess of particles over antiparticles at GUT, 
universe made of what is left of the baryons

(measured from number density of CMB photons today)

After initial events:



For t = 10−2  s, large number of neutrinos, antineutrinos, electrons and positrons

                                                 Then:  

Proton rest-mass energy: 938.27 MeV
Neutron rest-mass energy: 939.56 MeV

(interaction energy > 1.2 MeV)
For T  high enough, equal number density of neutrons nn  and protons np 

When T drops, neutrons start to produce more protons:

    nn / np  ≈ 0.9  at t ~	10−2 s, E = 10 MeV
nn / np  ≈ 0.65    at t ~	0.1 s, E = 3 MeV

 For t ~ 1 s, E ~ 1 MeV, T ~ 1.5×1010 K, reactions above happen 
from right to left (called neutrino capturing, or inverse β decay)

Neutrinos don’t interact anymore ⟹ Era of neutrino decoupling (t = 0.7 s)
(Primordial neutrinos had more time than photons to cool ⟹ today Tν = 1.95 K)

For E  < 1 MeV, electron-positron annihilation:
e− + e+  → 𝛾 + 𝛾

Same small excess of e− over e+ remains
nn / np ≈ 0.22 is then frozen (no positrons available anymore)

Number of neutrons drops only for β−  decay

p + νe ⇌ n + e+

n + νe ⇌ e− + p

−{



Primordial nucleosynthesis or Big Bang nucleosynthesis:
1 s ≲ t ≲ 1000 s  

1 MeV ≳ E ≳ 50 keV
1×1010 K ≳ T ≳ 5×108 K 

Elements created starting from neutrons and protons: 
       Stable:          D, 3He, 4He, 7Li
       Unstable:      3H (half-life: 12 yr), 7Be (half-life: 53.22 days)

Nucleosynthesis stops when T  too low for heavier elements

Deuterium (D) photo-disintegrates
(for T ≳ 1×109 K, E > 2.23 MeV) 
⟾ few nuclear reactions

β−  decay
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The sky in the microwave as seen by satellite COBE

Isotropy of the cosmic microwave background (CMB)
T = 2.72548±0.00057 K

3.64 K0



All-sky surveys from ESA's Planck space telescope

Anisotropies of Cosmic Microwave Background
Temperature fluctuations: ΔT = 18 µK ⟾ matter density fluctuations ⟾ 

gravitational instabilities ⟾ formation of first collapsed objects



Chemical composition after primordial nucleosynthesis (20 minutes after Big Bang)

Element      Mass(X) / Mass(total)_____________________________
H                            0.78
He                            0.22
Z                            < 10−9

Abundances of chemical elements in the Solar system (13.7 Gyr later)

Element        Mass(X) / Mass(total)______________________________
H              0.74
He                    0.25
Z             0.014

Z: all elements heavier than helium (called metals)

Representative of chemical enrichment of Milky Way 
and result of nucleosynthesis in stars over time
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Summary of main processes in the history of the Universe



Where are chemical elements produced?



The periodic table of chemical elements (old!)



The periodic table of chemical elements (after August 2017)

Explosion called Kilonova and discovered thanks to simultaneous detection 
of gravitational waves and electromagnetic radiation for same event



Lifetime of stars in Main Sequence with different mass



Mass/M⊙ Luminosity/L⊙ Effective 
Temperature (K) Radius/R⊙ Main Sequence lifespan 

(yrs)
0.10 3×10-3 2900 0.16 2×1012

0.50 0.03 3800 0.6 2×1011

0.75 0.3 5000 0.8 3×1010

1.0 1 6000 1 1×1010

1.5 5 7000 1.4 2×109

3 60 11000 2.5 2×108

5 600 17000 3.8 7×107

10 10,000 22000 5.6 2×107

15 17,000 28000 6.8 1×107

25 80,000 35000 8.7 7×106

60 790,000 44500 15 3.4×106

Key Properties of Main Sequence Stars

The Sun



The Sun



Two main ways: proton-proton (pp) chains & CNO Cycle

      pp I: 4p → ⁴₂He + 2e⁺ + 2νe + 2γ

      pp II: 4p + e− → ⁴₂He + e⁺ + 2νe + 2γ

      pp III: 4p → ⁴₂He + 2e⁺ + 2νe + 3γ

      CNO: 4p → ⁴₂He + 2e⁺ + 2νe + 2γ

From 4 protons, 1 He atom formed

Hydrogen fusion in core of Main Sequence stars  

Total energy released for one pp chain: E = 26.73 MeV = 4.28×10−12 J

νe : electron neutrino
 γ : gamma-ray photon
 p : proton



Abundances of chemical elements in the Solar system (13.7 Gyr later)

Element      #particles.    Mass(X) / Mass(total)_______________________________________
     H    92.1%                  0.74
    He                 7.8%.                  0.25
     Z     0.1%.                 0.014

Abundances of chemical elements in the Solar system
Peaks are α elements, particularly stable because multiple of alpha particle

(alpha particle: 2 protons + 2 neutrons, He) 



Chemical composition of solar system from meteorites



Abundance of chemical elements in Earth's crust 



25,000 years
Time evolution of the luminosity of the Sun



Planetary nebula NGC 2440 
Distance: 1.23 kpc



Life cycle of the Sun



Star with mass M < 2.25 M⊙



3α (triple alpha) process in He core:	

Then carbon fusion for oxygen production:

Carbon fusion forT = 3×108 K in core in red giant stars
with M < 8 M⊙ 

These two processes main source of C and O in the universe
For this T, other reactions not triggered (core with O & C)



Binding energy (or rest frame energy) per nucleon, as a function of mass number

Endothermic

Exothermic

Binding energy (or rest frame energy) per nucleon, as a function of mass number

Oxygen & Carbon most abundant element after He and H
Despite Coulomb repulsive force between nuclei,
nuclear reactions possible thanks to Tunnel Effect 

Coulomb force stronger for heavier nuclei → higher T  required 



C and O

Si and S

He

Fe

Highly evolved supergiant with different shells of heavier elements 
going to center (like onion)

Each reaction faster
Less E produced
More neutrinos carrying away E 
P cannot stop gravitation collapse
This condition will soon take to massive explosion (supernova) & star destruction

H



Evolution of stars with different initial mass

SUN−LIKE 
STAR



Stellar mass M✶ (M⦿)  

ξ(
M

✶
)

Stellar initial mass function (IMF): number of stars per mass interval

Salpeter IMF:
ξ(M) ∝ M−α

α = 2.35

Chabrier IMF

Brown dwarfs

Explosion of massive stars
(supernovae Type II, Ib, Ic)



Optical image of Crab nebula

Explosion seen in year 1054

Distance: 2.5 ± 0.5 kpc



Supernova Ia in binary system with white dwarf
(unrelated to death of massive star)

White dwarf

Companion star

Accretion disk

(artist’s impression)



University College London Observatory

Supernova 2014J
Galaxy: Messier 82 (the Cigar Galaxy) 
Date of discovery: 21 January 2014
Supernova type: Ia  
Explosion occurred in white dwarf with giant-star donor
Closest type Ia supernova discovered in 42 years



Spiral galaxy M81
Starburst galaxy M82



Summary of element production in stars (before mass loss)
             M < 0.5 M⊙           up to He	

      0.5 M⊙	<  M < 8 M⊙	 	 				up to about O
  8 M⊙	<  M < 10 M⊙	 	 				up to about Mg + small amount of heavier elements	
              M > 10 M⊙	 	 				wide range of elements, including Fe peak & heavier

For massive stars, mass limits not totally known!



Nucleosynthesis in massive stars (models)
Production of elements with atomic number 4 < Z < 39

Massive-Star Yields (13－120 M⊙) 
Salpeter (Γ = 1.35) initial mass function

Atomic number Z 
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All other chemical elements from Binary Neutron Star (BNS) or NS-BH merger

See video: https://www.ligo.caltech.edu/video/ligo20171016v2

Computer animation

https://www.ligo.caltech.edu/video/ligo20171016v2


The periodic table of chemical elements (after August 2017)

Explosion called Kilonova and discovered thanks to simultaneous detection 
of gravitational waves and electromagnetic radiation for same event
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Chemical composition after primordial nucleosynthesis (20 minutes after Big Bang)

Element      Mass(X) / Mass(total)_____________________________
H                            0.78
He                            0.22
Z                            < 10−9

Abundances of chemical elements in the Solar system (13.7 Gyr later)

Element        Mass(X) / Mass(total)______________________________
H              0.74
He                    0.25
Z             0.014

Z: all elements heavier than helium (called metals)

Cosmic cycling of matter (and chemical enrichment) 
happened 3 times in the universe

The Sun is a 3rd generation star (Population I)



Measuring chemical enrichment 
of galaxies with emission lines



Spectrum of a galaxy at z = 0.105



The Chemical Composition of the Sun
Asplund, Grevesse, Sauval, & Scott (2009, ARA&A, 47, 481)

Oxygen abundance of the Sun:
12 + log (O/H)⊙ = 8.69

Measuring the metallicity of galaxies with 
oxygen abundance over hydrogen abundance



Relation between galaxy stellar mass and chemical enrichment
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Measuring chemical enrichment with 
emission lines 

•  Direct method: electron temperature Te metallicity

•  Empirical method 1: R23  calibrator

•  Empirical method 2: O3N2 calibrator



Prochaska et al. (2004)

Galaxy at z=0.1055

Electron temperature Te from [OIII] emission lines



Nicholls et al (2014)

Direct method: Te metallicity 

Oxygen abundance Z = 12 + log (O/H)
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Direct method: Te metallicity 

✓ It can be measured in the optical for z < 1
✓ [O III]λ4363 indicates low metallicity
✗ [O III]λ4363 is generally a weak line!



Galaxy at z=0.6528 

R23 calibrator from [OII], [OIII] and Hβ emission lines

Hβ

[OIII]λ4459,λ5007

[O II]λ3727



R23 calibrator

(Kewley & Dopita 2002; Kobulnicky  & Kewley 2004)

20 Savaglio, Glazebrook, & Le Borgne

FIG. 15.—R23 vs.O32, not corrected for dust extinction. Filled circles are
GRB hosts. Crosses are 0.4 < z < 1 field galaxies from GDDS (Savaglio
et al. 2005) and CFRS (Lilly et al. 2003). The large fraction of GRB hosts
with R23 > 2 with respect to other star-forming galaxies indicates lower
metallicity and/or higher dust extinction. The arrows indicate the effects of
higher metallicity, dust extinction and ionization.

K (Table 7), with the exception of the host of GRB 060218
(Wiersema et al. 2007), for which the temperature is twice
larger. However, as already said, the detection of Oλ4363 in
this host is weak.

5.2. O3N2 metallicities

The O3N2 method, originally proposed by Alloin et al.
(1979), was updated by Pettini & Pagel (2004). In the new
formulation, the metallicity is given by

12 + log(O/H) = 8.73 − 0.32 × O3N2, (8)

where O3N2 = log{([OIII]5007/Hβ)/([NII]6583/Hα)}.
This method is useful only for −1 < O3N2 < 1.9, and much
more uncertain forO3N2 ∼> 2.
This metallicity can be measured in five GRB hosts, and in

two additional objects an upper limit is set (Table 8). Derived
values are low, with a mean metallicity of 1/3 solar.

5.3. R23 metallicities

TheR23 calibrator uses the following combination of [OII],
[OIII] and Hβ lines:

log R23 = log

!

[OII]λ3727 + [OIII]λλ4959, 5007

Hβ

"

, (9)

and the O32 parameter:

log O32 = log

!

[OIII]λλ4959, 5007

[OII]λ3727

"

, (10)

which takes into account different ionization levels of the gas.
In Figure 9 we showR23 andO32 for GRB hosts, and compar-
ison with galaxies of the GDDS and Canada France Redshift
Survey (CFRS; Lilly et al. 2003) at 0.4 < z < 1, before dust-
extinction correction (the dust extinction in GDDS and CFRS
galaxies is not measured). GRB hosts tend to have higherR23
values, which could be due to low metallicity or/and lower
dust extinction.
To measure R23 metallicities, we followed the prescrip-

tions given by KE08. Namely, we used Kewley & Dopita

(2002) and Kobulnicky & Kewley (2004) for the lower and
upper branch solutions, respectively. Then we used the rela-
tions given by KE08 to convert to O3N2 metallicities. These
relations are valid for 8.05 < 12 + log(O/H) < 8.3 and
8.2 < 12 + log(O/H) < 8.9 only (for the input metallicity).
See § 5.4 for more R23 metallicities.
The R23 and O32 values used are corrected for dust extinc-

tion, and are reported in Table 9, together with the derived
metallicities.

5.4. More R23 metallicities

For metallicities outside the intervals 8.05 < 12 +
log(O/H) < 8.3 and 8.2 < 12+log(O/H) < 8.9we used the
R23–metallicity relation provided by N06. This is described
by a best-fit polynomial, whose coefficients are in Table 6 of
N06. Six GRB hosts have R23 in the turnover region, for
which 12 + log(O/H) ∼ 8.1 (Table 9). For the other GRB
hosts, in the case of the lower branch part of the relation, we
estimated the correction from N06 to KE08, by comparing
results for those hosts with metallicity calculated with both
calibrations. The conversion relation from N06 to KE08 is
given by

12+log(O/H)KE08 = 0.8885×[12+log(O/H)N06]+1.177,
(11)

valid in log 12 + log(O/H) = 7.2− 8.1 for the N06 metallic-
ity. Results for the lower branch metallicities, after applying
Eq. 11, are given in the sixth column of Table 9.
The upper branch solution of N06 is not used, as this does

not add anything to our analysis.

5.5. The electron density

The [OII] doublet at λλ = 3726, 3729 Å is sensitive to the
electron density (Osterbrock & Ferland 2006). A low density
was measured in the host of GRB 060218 (Wiersema et al.
2007). Thanks to the use of the high-resolution spectroscopy,
[OII]λλ2726, 3729 is resolved in 6 GRB hosts. Assuming that
the typical temperature in the star-forming regions is around
104 K (Table 7), we derive the electron density using the def-
inition of Osterbrock & Ferland (2006). Results are in the
range ne ∼ 5 × 102 cm−3 to 13 × 102 cm−3 (Table 10).

5.6. AGN contamination

Figure 16 shows the location of GRB hosts, in the diagrams
that use line ratios to distinguish galaxies with bright HII re-
gions from AGN dominated galaxies. For comparison, we
also show GDDS and CFRS star-forming galaxies at high red-
shift, and local metal-poor galaxies (Izotov et al. 2006).
The [OIII]/Hβ versus [NII]/Hα relations proposed by Kew-

ley et al. (2001) and Kauffmann et al. (2003) are relatively
robust diagnostics and generally used in galaxy surveys.
The [OIII]/Hβ versus [OII]/Hβ relation is more uncertain
(Lamareille et al. 2004). However, this is easier to measure
at z > 0.5, when NIR spectra are not available.
From Figure 16, we conclude that the AGN contamination

in GRB hosts is likely not significant. The [OIII]/Hβ ver-
sus [NII]/Hα plot indicates that GRB hosts behave like local
metal-poor galaxies, i.e. with high values of [OIII]/Hβ. In
fact, the majority of galaxies in the local universe from the
SDSS have [OIII]/Hβ < 1 (Stasińska et al. 2006).

6. DISCUSSION

20 Savaglio, Glazebrook, & Le Borgne

FIG. 15.—R23 vs.O32, not corrected for dust extinction. Filled circles are
GRB hosts. Crosses are 0.4 < z < 1 field galaxies from GDDS (Savaglio
et al. 2005) and CFRS (Lilly et al. 2003). The large fraction of GRB hosts
with R23 > 2 with respect to other star-forming galaxies indicates lower
metallicity and/or higher dust extinction. The arrows indicate the effects of
higher metallicity, dust extinction and ionization.

K (Table 7), with the exception of the host of GRB 060218
(Wiersema et al. 2007), for which the temperature is twice
larger. However, as already said, the detection of Oλ4363 in
this host is weak.

5.2. O3N2 metallicities

The O3N2 method, originally proposed by Alloin et al.
(1979), was updated by Pettini & Pagel (2004). In the new
formulation, the metallicity is given by

12 + log(O/H) = 8.73 − 0.32 × O3N2, (8)

where O3N2 = log{([OIII]5007/Hβ)/([NII]6583/Hα)}.
This method is useful only for −1 < O3N2 < 1.9, and much
more uncertain forO3N2 ∼> 2.
This metallicity can be measured in five GRB hosts, and in

two additional objects an upper limit is set (Table 8). Derived
values are low, with a mean metallicity of 1/3 solar.

5.3. R23 metallicities

TheR23 calibrator uses the following combination of [OII],
[OIII] and Hβ lines:

log R23 = log

!

[OII]λ3727 + [OIII]λλ4959, 5007

Hβ

"

, (9)

and the O32 parameter:

log O32 = log

!

[OIII]λλ4959, 5007

[OII]λ3727

"

, (10)

which takes into account different ionization levels of the gas.
In Figure 9 we showR23 andO32 for GRB hosts, and compar-
ison with galaxies of the GDDS and Canada France Redshift
Survey (CFRS; Lilly et al. 2003) at 0.4 < z < 1, before dust-
extinction correction (the dust extinction in GDDS and CFRS
galaxies is not measured). GRB hosts tend to have higherR23
values, which could be due to low metallicity or/and lower
dust extinction.
To measure R23 metallicities, we followed the prescrip-

tions given by KE08. Namely, we used Kewley & Dopita

(2002) and Kobulnicky & Kewley (2004) for the lower and
upper branch solutions, respectively. Then we used the rela-
tions given by KE08 to convert to O3N2 metallicities. These
relations are valid for 8.05 < 12 + log(O/H) < 8.3 and
8.2 < 12 + log(O/H) < 8.9 only (for the input metallicity).
See § 5.4 for more R23 metallicities.
The R23 and O32 values used are corrected for dust extinc-

tion, and are reported in Table 9, together with the derived
metallicities.

5.4. More R23 metallicities

For metallicities outside the intervals 8.05 < 12 +
log(O/H) < 8.3 and 8.2 < 12+log(O/H) < 8.9we used the
R23–metallicity relation provided by N06. This is described
by a best-fit polynomial, whose coefficients are in Table 6 of
N06. Six GRB hosts have R23 in the turnover region, for
which 12 + log(O/H) ∼ 8.1 (Table 9). For the other GRB
hosts, in the case of the lower branch part of the relation, we
estimated the correction from N06 to KE08, by comparing
results for those hosts with metallicity calculated with both
calibrations. The conversion relation from N06 to KE08 is
given by

12+log(O/H)KE08 = 0.8885×[12+log(O/H)N06]+1.177,
(11)

valid in log 12 + log(O/H) = 7.2− 8.1 for the N06 metallic-
ity. Results for the lower branch metallicities, after applying
Eq. 11, are given in the sixth column of Table 9.
The upper branch solution of N06 is not used, as this does

not add anything to our analysis.

5.5. The electron density

The [OII] doublet at λλ = 3726, 3729 Å is sensitive to the
electron density (Osterbrock & Ferland 2006). A low density
was measured in the host of GRB 060218 (Wiersema et al.
2007). Thanks to the use of the high-resolution spectroscopy,
[OII]λλ2726, 3729 is resolved in 6 GRB hosts. Assuming that
the typical temperature in the star-forming regions is around
104 K (Table 7), we derive the electron density using the def-
inition of Osterbrock & Ferland (2006). Results are in the
range ne ∼ 5 × 102 cm−3 to 13 × 102 cm−3 (Table 10).

5.6. AGN contamination

Figure 16 shows the location of GRB hosts, in the diagrams
that use line ratios to distinguish galaxies with bright HII re-
gions from AGN dominated galaxies. For comparison, we
also show GDDS and CFRS star-forming galaxies at high red-
shift, and local metal-poor galaxies (Izotov et al. 2006).
The [OIII]/Hβ versus [NII]/Hα relations proposed by Kew-

ley et al. (2001) and Kauffmann et al. (2003) are relatively
robust diagnostics and generally used in galaxy surveys.
The [OIII]/Hβ versus [OII]/Hβ relation is more uncertain
(Lamareille et al. 2004). However, this is easier to measure
at z > 0.5, when NIR spectra are not available.
From Figure 16, we conclude that the AGN contamination

in GRB hosts is likely not significant. The [OIII]/Hβ ver-
sus [NII]/Hα plot indicates that GRB hosts behave like local
metal-poor galaxies, i.e. with high values of [OIII]/Hβ. In
fact, the majority of galaxies in the local universe from the
SDSS have [OIII]/Hβ < 1 (Stasińska et al. 2006).

6. DISCUSSION

✓ It can be measured in the optical for z < 1
✓ It uses relatively strong lines
✗ It gives two different solutions

✗ Independent way necessary to break degeneracy 
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parameter, defined as the number of hydrogen ionizing photons passing through a unit area per second, divided by
the hydrogen density of the gas. The ionization parameter q has units of cm/s and can be thought of as the maximum
velocity ionization front that a radiation field is able to drive through the nebula. The ionization parameter is typically
derived using the [O III]/[O II] line ratio. This ratio is sensitive to metallicity and therefore KK04 recommend an
iterative approach to derive a consistent ionization parameter and metallicity solution. We first use the [N II]/[O II]
ratio to determine whether each SDSS galaxy lies on the upper or lower R23 branch. We then calculate an initial
ionization parameter by assuming a nominal lower branch (12+log(O/H)= 8.2) or upper branch (12+log(O/H)= 8.7)
metallicity using equation (13) from KK04, i.e.

log(q)={32.81− 1.153y2

+[12 + log(O/H)](−3.396 − 0.025y + 0.1444y2)}

×{4.603− 0.3119y − 0.163y2

+[12 + log(O/H)](−0.48 + 0.0271y + 0.02037y2)}−1 (A4)

where y = log O32 = log ([OIII]λ5007/[OII]λ3727). The initial resulting ionization parameter is used to derive an
initial metallicity estimate from KK04 equation (16) for log([N II]/[O II])< −1.2 (12 + log(O/H)! 8.4), or KK04
equation (17) for log([N II]/[O II])> −1.2 (12 + log(O/H)" 8.4):

12 + log(O/H)lower =9.40 + 4.65x − 3.17x2

− log(q)(0.272 + 0.547x− 0.513x2) (A5)

12 + log(O/H)upper =9.72 − 0.777x− 0.951x2 − 0.072x3 − 0.811x4x

− log(q)(0.0737 − 0.0713x− 0.141x2 + 0.0373x3 − 0.058x4) (A6)

where x = log R23 = log
!

[OII] λ3727+[OIII] λλ4959,5007
Hβ

"

. Equations A4 and A6 (or A5) are iterated until 12+log(O/H)

converges. Three iterations are typically required to reach convergence.

Zaritsky et al. (1994) - Z94

The Zaritsky et al. (1994) calibration is based on the R23 line ratio. This calibration is derived from the average of
three previous calibrations by Edmunds & Pagel (1984); Dopita & Evans (1986); McCall et al. (1985). The uncertainty
in the Z94 calibration is estimated by the difference in metallicity estimates between the three calibrations. Z94
provide a polynomial fit to their calibration that is only valid for the upper R23 branch (i.e. 12 + log(O/H)> 8.4, or
log([N II]/[O II])> −1.2).

12 + log(O/H) = 9.265− 0.33x − 0.202x2 − 0.207x3 − 0.333x4 (A7)

where x = log R23 = log
!

[OII] λ3727+[OIII] λλ4959,5007
Hβ

"

. A solution for the ionization parameter is not explicitly

included in the Z94 calibration.

Tremonti et al. (2004) - T04

T04 estimated the metallicity for each galaxy statistically based on theoretical model fits to the strong emission-lines
[O II], Hβ, [O III], Hα, [N II], [S II]. The model fits were calculated using a combination of stellar population synthesis
models from Bruzual & Charlot (2003) and CLOUDY photoionization models Ferland et al. (1998). The T04 scheme
is more sophisticated than the other theoretical methods because it takes advantage of all of the strong emission lines
in the optical spectrum, allowing more constraints to be made on the model parameters. Calibrations of various line
ratios to the theoretical T04 method are given by Nagao et al. (2006) and Liang et al. (2006). We use the original
T04 metallicities, available from http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/SDSS/ for this study.

Te method

We derive the gas-phase oxygen abundance following the procedure outlined in Izotov et al. (2006b). This procedure
utilizes the electron-temperature (Te) calibrations of Aller (1984) and the atomic data compiled by Stasińska (2005).
Abundances are determined within the framework of the classical two-zone HII-region model (Stasińska 1980). The
ratio of the auroral [O III] λ4363 and [O III] λλ4959, 5007 emission-lines gives an electron temperature in the O++

zone. We derive electron densities measured using the [S II] λ6717/[S II] λ6731 line ratio. These electron temperatures
are insensitive to small variations in electron density; we obtain the same Te with an electron density of 367 cm−3.
The electron temperature of the O+ zone is calculated assuming Te(O+) = 0.7 Te(O++) + 0.3 (Stasińska 1980). We
calculate the metallicity in the O+ and O++ zones assuming

O/H = O+/H+ + O++/H+ (A8)

where: 
x = log R23 
y = log O32

(Kewley & Ellison 2008)
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20 Savaglio, Glazebrook, & Le Borgne

FIG. 15.—R23 vs.O32, not corrected for dust extinction. Filled circles are
GRB hosts. Crosses are 0.4 < z < 1 field galaxies from GDDS (Savaglio
et al. 2005) and CFRS (Lilly et al. 2003). The large fraction of GRB hosts
with R23 > 2 with respect to other star-forming galaxies indicates lower
metallicity and/or higher dust extinction. The arrows indicate the effects of
higher metallicity, dust extinction and ionization.

K (Table 7), with the exception of the host of GRB 060218
(Wiersema et al. 2007), for which the temperature is twice
larger. However, as already said, the detection of Oλ4363 in
this host is weak.

5.2. O3N2 metallicities

The O3N2 method, originally proposed by Alloin et al.
(1979), was updated by Pettini & Pagel (2004). In the new
formulation, the metallicity is given by

12 + log(O/H) = 8.73 − 0.32 × O3N2, (8)

where O3N2 = log{([OIII]5007/Hβ)/([NII]6583/Hα)}.
This method is useful only for −1 < O3N2 < 1.9, and much
more uncertain forO3N2 ∼> 2.
This metallicity can be measured in five GRB hosts, and in

two additional objects an upper limit is set (Table 8). Derived
values are low, with a mean metallicity of 1/3 solar.

5.3. R23 metallicities

TheR23 calibrator uses the following combination of [OII],
[OIII] and Hβ lines:

log R23 = log

!

[OII]λ3727 + [OIII]λλ4959, 5007

Hβ

"

, (9)

and the O32 parameter:

log O32 = log

!

[OIII]λλ4959, 5007

[OII]λ3727

"

, (10)

which takes into account different ionization levels of the gas.
In Figure 9 we showR23 andO32 for GRB hosts, and compar-
ison with galaxies of the GDDS and Canada France Redshift
Survey (CFRS; Lilly et al. 2003) at 0.4 < z < 1, before dust-
extinction correction (the dust extinction in GDDS and CFRS
galaxies is not measured). GRB hosts tend to have higherR23
values, which could be due to low metallicity or/and lower
dust extinction.
To measure R23 metallicities, we followed the prescrip-

tions given by KE08. Namely, we used Kewley & Dopita

(2002) and Kobulnicky & Kewley (2004) for the lower and
upper branch solutions, respectively. Then we used the rela-
tions given by KE08 to convert to O3N2 metallicities. These
relations are valid for 8.05 < 12 + log(O/H) < 8.3 and
8.2 < 12 + log(O/H) < 8.9 only (for the input metallicity).
See § 5.4 for more R23 metallicities.
The R23 and O32 values used are corrected for dust extinc-

tion, and are reported in Table 9, together with the derived
metallicities.

5.4. More R23 metallicities

For metallicities outside the intervals 8.05 < 12 +
log(O/H) < 8.3 and 8.2 < 12+log(O/H) < 8.9we used the
R23–metallicity relation provided by N06. This is described
by a best-fit polynomial, whose coefficients are in Table 6 of
N06. Six GRB hosts have R23 in the turnover region, for
which 12 + log(O/H) ∼ 8.1 (Table 9). For the other GRB
hosts, in the case of the lower branch part of the relation, we
estimated the correction from N06 to KE08, by comparing
results for those hosts with metallicity calculated with both
calibrations. The conversion relation from N06 to KE08 is
given by

12+log(O/H)KE08 = 0.8885×[12+log(O/H)N06]+1.177,
(11)

valid in log 12 + log(O/H) = 7.2− 8.1 for the N06 metallic-
ity. Results for the lower branch metallicities, after applying
Eq. 11, are given in the sixth column of Table 9.
The upper branch solution of N06 is not used, as this does

not add anything to our analysis.

5.5. The electron density

The [OII] doublet at λλ = 3726, 3729 Å is sensitive to the
electron density (Osterbrock & Ferland 2006). A low density
was measured in the host of GRB 060218 (Wiersema et al.
2007). Thanks to the use of the high-resolution spectroscopy,
[OII]λλ2726, 3729 is resolved in 6 GRB hosts. Assuming that
the typical temperature in the star-forming regions is around
104 K (Table 7), we derive the electron density using the def-
inition of Osterbrock & Ferland (2006). Results are in the
range ne ∼ 5 × 102 cm−3 to 13 × 102 cm−3 (Table 10).

5.6. AGN contamination

Figure 16 shows the location of GRB hosts, in the diagrams
that use line ratios to distinguish galaxies with bright HII re-
gions from AGN dominated galaxies. For comparison, we
also show GDDS and CFRS star-forming galaxies at high red-
shift, and local metal-poor galaxies (Izotov et al. 2006).
The [OIII]/Hβ versus [NII]/Hα relations proposed by Kew-

ley et al. (2001) and Kauffmann et al. (2003) are relatively
robust diagnostics and generally used in galaxy surveys.
The [OIII]/Hβ versus [OII]/Hβ relation is more uncertain
(Lamareille et al. 2004). However, this is easier to measure
at z > 0.5, when NIR spectra are not available.
From Figure 16, we conclude that the AGN contamination

in GRB hosts is likely not significant. The [OIII]/Hβ ver-
sus [NII]/Hα plot indicates that GRB hosts behave like local
metal-poor galaxies, i.e. with high values of [OIII]/Hβ. In
fact, the majority of galaxies in the local universe from the
SDSS have [OIII]/Hβ < 1 (Stasińska et al. 2006).

6. DISCUSSION

✓ Dust extinction correction not necessary !
✗ In the optical for z < 0.45
✗ Valid for  −0.6 < O3N2 < 3
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exceedingly accurate, particularly in comparison to
direct-method abundances, the Coarse method provides
a useful means to study the relative distribution of
oxygen abundances for galaxies in a given sample from
a statistical perspective.
One challenge that had presented itself with the previ-

ous Coarse abundance method, however, is the inevitable
discontinuity that arises in the transition zone between
the log([N II]�6583/H↵)- and log([O III]�5007/H�)-
sensitive regimes on the standard spectral activity
diagnostic diagram. In this region an average of the
metallicities computed by the two relations is assumed.
While consistent within the errors of the method,
discontinuities in the abundances computed in such a
manner leaves artifacts in metallicity relations. For
example, there could be regions of parameter space
whereby no combinations of measured emission-line
ratios could produce an oxygen abundance estimate of
certain values. Clearly, this problem is undesirable, and
as such led us to seek an alternative SEL technique.
The O3N2 ⌘ log{[O III]�5007/H�)/([N II]�6583/H↵)}

parameter, first introduced by Alloin et al. (1979),
uses the same emission lines as the Coarse method
but has the additional advantage of being fit by a
single continuous function. The functional form of this
abundance estimator avoids the discontinuity present
with the Coarse method, but maintains its overall utility.
Previous calibrations of the O3N2-method include the
studies of Pettini & Pagel (2004), Nagao et al. (2006),
Pérez-Montero & Contini (2009), and Marino et al.
(2013). These versions of O3N2 are typically evaluated
against a set of ELGs and extra-galactic H II regions,
and are generally weighted toward the lower metallic-
ity direct-method abundance objects available in the
literature (which are definitively biased toward bright,
higher-temperature, lower-metallicity objects) from
which calibrations may be made. Higher-metallicity
systems are comparatively less well-represented by
these O3N2 fits and as such the use of the available
calibrations is not applicable in the high-abundance
regime.

For this study, we have utilized our large sample
of KISS galaxies that possess Te- or McGaugh-method
abundances to calibrate the O3N2 relation using data
that spans both high and low abundances. The O3N2
index was computed for our spectral data and compared
to these metallicities as demonstrated in Figure 3.
McGaugh-grid metallicities are represented as blue dots,
while Te-method abundances are shown as red dots. To
find the functional form of this relation, we computed
polynomial bisector functions to fit the data by varying
the dependent and independent variables, then fitting
a function to the average points. We have found that
a cubic polynomial minimizes the RMS scatter in the
vertical (abundance) axis, resulting in a fit of the form:

12+ log(O/H) = 8.987(±0.001)� 0.297(±0.001)⇥O3N2

� 0.0592(±0.0009)⇥O3N22�0.0090(±0.0004)⇥O3N23,

with RMS uncertainty of � = 0.111. A comparison of
Coarse- and O3N2-method metallicities for KISS SFGs
demonstrates very little scatter. We interpret this result
as an indication of the interchangeability of the respec-
tive methods for this data set. By being fit as a single

Figure 3. Cubic bisector fit of the O3N2 metallicity index for
KISS SFGs, defined as log{[O III]�5007/H�)/([N II]�6583/H↵)},
versus oxygen abundance 12+log(O/H). Blue points are galax-
ies with metallicities derived by means of the McGaugh abun-
dance grid, while red points are derived via the direct-method.
The O3N2 method has the advantage of utilizing the same set of
readily-available strong emission line ratios as the coarse abun-
dance method, but without the inconsistencies that arise as a con-
sequence of the di↵ering regions of applicability in the BPT dia-
gram.

continuous function, however, the O3N2-method has the
advantage over the piecewise fit (including an intermedi-
ate zone utilizing an average value) of the Coarse method.
We therefore adopt the O3N2-method for the remainder
of this paper for computing Coarse abundances for the
KISS sample.
We note that there exists a general tendency to-

ward lower oxygen abundances computed using direct-
methods in comparison to SEL-methods (§3.2; see also
Hirschauer et al. 2015). The utility in adopting metal-
licities from both techniques in the calibration of a new
empirical relation despite this o↵set may therefore seem
questionable. The robustness of Te-method abundances
makes them di�cult to reject from our calibrations.
Alternatively, the limitations of deriving direct-method
abundances for high-metallicity objects necessitates the
use of alternative techniques to estimate their metal-
licities. An application of both apparently discrepant
methods is therefore borne out of necessity in order to
account for galaxies of all metallicities. With this ne-
cessity in mind and a conscious understanding of the
fairly small o↵set between the Te-method and the Mc-
Gaugh abundance grid (⇠0.1 dex), we utilize both in
our O3N2-method calibration. In addition, because the
cause of this abundance o↵set is not entirely clear, we re-
frain from applying a correcting o↵set (i.e., lowering SEL-
derived metallicities to match direct-method metallicities
or vice-versa) so as to not introduce systematic biases.
As a test, we developed a cubic polynomial fit replacing
the Te abundances with McGaugh-method abundances.
This produced a function consistent with that shown in
Figure 3. Di↵erences in the two fits are minimal over the

Hirschauer et al. 18 http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/1801.01133

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/1801.01133
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(Kewley & Ellison 2008)

Different calibrators give different metallicities
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